This gets beneath your fingernails
What you want plants to do
Can be decorative or used as a windbreak
String or runner __
You need one of these to help with the watering
Best to have in the fall if you have lots of trees
Red for love, white for peace, yellow for freedom
Gardeners spend a lot of time pulling these pests
Best to water and mow this or it won't look good
Plant these in the fall for springtime results
A small bush
Natural fertilizer
In the fall you rake these up by the bag full
Popular bulb type in Holland
They smell nice and look pretty
Recycling of kitchen waste
Trimming trees or bushes into ornamental shapes
They eat your plants
Spotted, flying, aphid-eating beetle
By summer's end you can't even give this veggie away
Most are red, but fried green ones are good too
To grow something
The bane of a nice lawn
A productive type of garden
This handy item can water a large area
It can be powered by gas, electricity or people
May smell bad, but is good for growing plants
Flowery pest. It starts with just one…